Workshop/Přednáška Birger Sevaldson
Birger Sevaldson is professor at the Oslo School of Architecture and Design. He is member of the
OCEAN design research association. He is trained as an interior architect and furniture designer and
he has been practicing in various fields of design, including architecture and interior design, furniture
design, industrial design and art based projects. He has a PhD in creative design computing and has
been researching systems thinking in design for the last ten years. He is central in the development
of Systems Oriented Design and his research focus is to develop systems oriented design thinking and
practice for meeting the increased challenges of globalisation and the need for sustainability. He
publishes in various themes including Systems Oriented Design, creativity, and research by design.
Lecture: 3.3. 2016, 6pm, Czech Technical University of Liberec, Building G - Studentská 2, Liberec
Birger Sevaldson: The Origin and Development of Systems Oriented Design
Systems Oriented Design has developed into a new practice for services, interaction and product
design at the Oslo School of Architecture and Design. It has initiated and started a international
network which brings together similar initiatives world wide under the umbrella of Systemic
Design. These activities have spurred the renaissance of systems thinking in design, this time more
organically bridging the relation between design and systems thinking. The initiative has been met
with a great deal of enthusiasm as a way forward for design to become more relevant and
responsible.
The lecture will present Systems Oriented Design, its origin and development and the generation of
the bigger field of Systemic Design nurtured by the Systemic Design Research Network and the
Relating Systems Thinking and design symposia.
It will especially present current developments in Systems Oriented design where the core abilities of
design are re-related to systems thinking. These are issues and discussions of the functions of
composition, and orchestration as systemic approaches. Further on the theme of Gestalt will be
discussed according to its systemic root and how it could be operationalized in modern systemic
design. Finally new modes of sensemaking in Gigamapping will be presented and discussed.

Workshop: 1.3.-3.3. 2016, starts 10am, Studio of Karel Hubáček - FUA TUL - Studentská 2, Liberec
Birger Sevaldson: GIGA-mapping Workshop
In an increasingly complex world the role of the designer needs to be redefined. More responsibility
for our actions and interventions is needed. We need to engage with an increasing amount of
stakeholders, technologies, economic issues, markets and policies. Without innovative ways of
working we easily get lost and end up with insufficient design proposals that have unintended effects
or that make the situation worse.
GIGAmapping is a simple but complex technique that enables designers to work better with very
complex matters and issues as well as problematiques or networks of interrelated problems. The
technique is un-dogmatic and allows a large degree of free styling and designerly approach. It is
based on visual thinking and very large and extensive mapping activities.
After the workshop the participant will be able to work with this technique independently.

Day 1: Introduction to Systems Oriented Design (SOD) lecture
Start up Gigamapping:
a)

Nettworkmaps with entities and relations

b)

Timeline mapping
Dialogic mapping

Introduction to ZIP-analyses
Day 2: A Library of Systemic Relations: Lecture
1. Defining relations and developing the graphic representation
2. Evaluation: Impact and thresholds
Developing chosen I-points
Day 3: Installation of Exhibition and Its Opening

